
Interactive 
innovation and data 
along the fashion 
funnel 



Youngers are rewriting the 
rulebook of the industry

68%
of all Luxury purchases are being made by consumers aged 
under 44 with a core between 25-34

81%
would be more likely to purchase from brands that use VR 
to engage with them

Source: Yahoo, internal UK data, Aug 2021.



They want to try it 
before buying it

Sources: 1. Yahoo, AR/VR Survey, March 2021; 2.Yahoo Internal, EU 5. Date 

Period Analysed 01/01/21 – 31/12/21. n=279,947 for 129 luxury brands.

71%
saying innovative formats 
are more engaging

76%
expect their digital experiences and 
interactions with brands to be 
seamless and enhance real world. 
They want life-like experiences. 

63%
are more likely to pay 
attention to a brand that 
uses innovative formats

Extended reality (XR), such 
as augmented reality, virtual 
reality and 3D tech, allows 
consumers to try before they 
buy—bringing a new level of 
interactivity to online 
shopping.



Innovation engages consumers across the full funnel

Awareness 

61%
say innovative tech 
experiences stands out

66%
are more likely to recall and 
remember the brand

61%
are more inclined to 
consider the brand

Source: Yahoo, AR/VR Survey, March 2021.

58%
are more inclined to 
purchase from the brand

Recall Consideration Purchase intent 



The world’s 
upcoming most 
expensive 
commodity:
Human attention.



What type of content 
grab the attention?

70%
are more likely to pay attention to 
immersive content with an immersive 
experience 

Source: Yahoo, Immersive Formats Study, 2020.



Immersive experiences are in our DNA

2016

Yahoo acquires VR 
studio, RYOT.

2017

AR ads launch with Pottery 
Barn and Home Depot.

2018

First 5G-studio opens in 
Playa Vista.

2019

Cannes Lion and P&G 
VR activations.

Stonewall 50th Anniversary 
StoryAR launches.

5G & XR Disney: 
Star Wars Premiere.

2020

5G & AR at Super Bowl 
with NFL OnePass.

2nd 5G-studio in London 
opens.

Yahoo Immersive 
Ad Tech launches.

Virtual Fashion 
Show launches.

HBO: His Dark 
Materials AR ad 
launches.

Branded AR & 
5G-enhanced 
experience 
launches.



Immersive formats for 
business outcomes

Shoppers can see all angles of a 
product, visualize it in their 
space and try it before buying 
it.

1min+
average time spent in AR 
experiences 

38%
engagement rate 
for AR Ads

3.8%
average CTR forAR Ads 

Source: Yahoo Internal Data, 2020.

www.yahoo.com



Immersive formats and precise data 

First-party Location / DMA Signals
● Live in / near key DMAs 
● Visited your store 

Custom Lookalike Segments
Mimic the behaviors of your consumers via first-
party and third-party composite data

First-party Mail / Purchase Signaling
● Received emails from you 
● Received communications from competitors
● Purchased items from a Fashion /Luxury brand 

First-party Search Signaling
Searched for Fashion and Luxury related terms

First-party Mobile Signaling
Searched for or visited your site or 
competitor site and apps

First-party Interest Signaling
Engaged with Fashion and Luxury content  



Immersive formats for engagement and drive to store 



Immersive formats for new full brand experiences 

MVFW 2022
An immersive shopping experience in the 
metaverse

Fabric of Reality
A new way to experience a fashion show




